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Dr Kim is a clinician-educator and staff physician at the Palo Alto VA, precepting residents on the VA homeless outreach rotation, managing a team of RNP/MDs supporting the medical care of veterans in four residential rehabilitation programs, and providing direct care of rural, community college, and homeless veterans through the Medical Outreach Section. Her research interests include measuring the impact of health information technology on primary care workflow in safety net settings, and improving communication skills and tolerance of ambiguity among medical trainees through the arts and humanities. After graduating with AB (Comp Lit/ French) and MD from Brown University’s Program in Liberal Medical Education, she completed internal medicine residency at the Santa Clara Valley Medical Center in San Jose, CA and a clinical research fellowship in the Division of General Internal Medicine/SFGH at UCSF, where she obtained a Master's in Advanced Studies and was nominated for a Kaiser Teaching award in 2008.
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ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS

• Clinical Instructor, Medicine - Primary Care and Population Health

Publications
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• NARRATIVE ONCOLOGY: AN INTERVENTION TO PROMOTE RESIDENT WELLBEING AND PATIENT-CENTERED CARE ON AN EMOTIONALLY EXHAUSTING INPATIENT ROTATION
  Stevenson, M., Edwards, L., Kim, Y., Kim, C., Johnson, T., Garvert, D.
  SPRINGER.2020: S754

• Not Perfect, but Better: Primary Care Providers’ Experiences with Electronic Referrals in a Safety Net Health System 31st Annual Meeting of the Society-of-General-Internal-Medicine
  Kim, Y., Chen, A. H., Keith, E., Yee, H. F., Kushel, M. B.
  SPRINGER.2009: 614–19